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Abstract. Electronic and optical properties of silver clusters were calculated using two diﬀerent ab initio
approaches: (1) based on all-electron full-potential linearized-augmented plane-wave method and (2) local
basis function pseudopotential approach. Agreement is found between the two methods for small and
intermediate sized clusters for which the former method is limited due to its all-electron formulation.
The latter, due to non-periodic boundary conditions, is the more natural approach to simulate small
clusters. The eﬀect of cluster size is then explored using the local basis function approach. We ﬁnd that
as the cluster size increases, the electronic structure undergoes a transition from molecular behavior to
nanoparticle behavior at a cluster size of 140 atoms (diameter ∼1.7 nm). Above this cluster size the steplike electronic structure, evident as several features in the imaginary part of the polarizability of all clusters
smaller than Ag147 , gives way to a dominant plasmon peak localized at wavelengths 350 nm ≤ λ ≤ 600 nm.
It is, thus, at this length-scale that the conduction electrons’ collective oscillations that are responsible for
plasmonic resonances begin to dominate the opto-electronic properties of silver nanoclusters.

1 Introduction
The readiness with which noble metal nanoparticles create
and support surface plasmons makes them useful in a wide
range of applications, e.g., in photonic devices, as chemical
sensors [1–5], in bio-imaging [6], in drug delivery [7], cancer therapy [7–9], optical manipulation [2,10–12], electrical
conduits in microelectronic industry [13–15], and even as
‘nanoears’ in optical readout of acoustic waves generated
in liquid media [16] and in channeling photon energy in
vortex nanogear transmission [17].
The changing electronic and optical properties of
these materials with size from molecular clusters through
nanometer scale to micrometer range and their morphology govern their domain of applicability. However, the
properties of the sub-10 nm end of these noble metals,
for which quantum eﬀects become crucial [18], is not well
studied although this end is of great importance for biological applications. Beyond this range theoretical studies of the optical properties are usually conducted based
on classical electrodynamic approaches. Medium sized
clusters (20–500 atoms) have scarcely been investigated,
whereas at this size scale intriguing behaviors have been
reported. For instance, Yuan and coworkers observed an
unexpected luminescence change during the puriﬁcation
of thiolate-protected <2 nm Ag nanoclusters; the nonluminescent Ag nanocluster became highly luminescent
a
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when passed through a separation column [19]. Full quantum investigations are often limited to few atoms clusters.
These involve tight-binding calculations [20–22], and the
time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) approach [22]. A promising atomistic method that can be
conveniently used on hundreds of atom systems is the
capacitance-polarizability interaction model [23,24] which
has been successfully used to study the eﬀect of planar defects on the optical properties of Ag nanostructures [25].
Those based on the classical electrodynamic theory of a
dielectric object in an electromagnetic ﬁeld use methods
such as the Mie theory [26,27], the discrete dipole approximation [28,29] and the ﬁnite-diﬀerence time-domain approaches. Optical forces are also often computed using the
Maxwell stress tensor [27,30]. All these classical electrodynamic studies exploit the frequency-dependent dielectric constant of the bulk materials, the size dependence of
these dielectric constants being extrapolated through the
size dependence of the life-time broadening γ = AvF /R
which requires the knowledge of the Fermi velocity vF
of the bulk metal. The lower limit of the dimensions of
the nanoparticle that this extrapolation may apply to is
dictated by the electron mean free path in the bulk system of ∼57 nm [31]. A thorough DFT study on spherical
Ag clusters of sizes ranging from 0.4 to 2 nm have found
that the plasmon frequency becomes size-dependent and
that the collision frequency γ has a more complex dependence on the particle radius [3] than the usual 1/R dependence. Because of this limitation, the usual size-dependent
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Drude-model may not be applicable to small nanoparticles where quantum conﬁnement of the electrons become
very important [18], and certainly may not help in understanding the mechanism governing the optical properties
of nanoparticles and clusters.
In this work, we use two quantum mechanical approaches to calculate the complex permittivity of Ag clusters with sizes ranging from few atoms to hundreds of
atoms. The two methods used are (1) the all-electron
full-potential linearized-augmented plane-wave [32] and
(2) local basis function DFT approach [33,34]. The latter has been used to predict the half-metallic character
of graphene nanoribbons [35] and to probe the optical
properties of armchair graphene nanoribbons embedded
in hexagonal boron nitride lattices [36]. The local basis
function approach is adopted for further studies due to its
simplicity and robustness.

2 Methods
We used the WIEN2k all-electron-full-potential linearizedaugmented plane-wave (LAPW) code [32], with the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [37] for the
exchange and correlation potential, to calculate the electronic and optical properties of Ag clusters. In this
method, the system is described by a 3D periodically repeated unit cell which is partitioned into non-overlapping
muﬃn-tin spheres centered on each atom and interstitials.
The Kohn-Sham wave function is described as a linear
combination of atomic basis functions in the muﬃn-tin
spheres and as plane-waves in the interstitials. Muﬃn-tin
radii of 1.3 Å around the Ag atoms are used. The multipolar Fourier expansion of Weinert et al. [38] is used to compute the Coulomb potential. Using the LAPW method,
the cluster of interest is positioned at the center of a cubic
unit cell with sides larger than the diameter of the cluster.
The limit of isolated cluster cannot be reached using this
approach since (strictly speaking) inﬁnitely large unit cell
is required and the computation in empty space becomes
prohibitive for large unit cells; this method can only give
trends towards isolated clusters. Two parameters govern
the accuracy of the calculations: (1) the product of the
plane-wave cut-oﬀ and the smallest muﬃn-tin radius in
the system (RKM ); and (2) the number of k-points in
the irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ). For these clusters,
RKM -value of 5.5 is suﬃcient to yield converged optical properties. We use 4 k-points in the IBZ for the selfconsistent calculations, and 20 for calculations of optical
properties.
We also employed a second method, a local basis function approach within the generalized gradient approximation of the exchange and correlation energy of Perdew
et al. [37] as implemented in the SIESTA code [33,34].
In this method the basis functions are made to vanish beyond a predeﬁned cut-oﬀ distance. For clusters, a multigrid approach was used to calculate the electrostatic potential in accordance with the range of the lower moments
of the charge density. This approach is particularly appropriate for large clusters as it scales linearly with the
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number of atoms in the cluster. The core-electrons are
described by the Troullier-Martins norm conserving pseudopotential [39]. The 4d10 5s1 electrons are considered as
the valence electrons for Ag. The double-ζ (DZ) basis
set [40] (each occupied orbital is described by two basis
functions) is used to represent the valence states. No polarization function was used as attempts to include it did
not improve the results. With LAPW, periodic boundary
conditions were applied. The SIESTA calculations did not
use them.
For the LAPW approach optical properties were obtained from the joint density of states modiﬁed with the
respective dipole matrix elements [41]. The SIESTA code
computes the imaginary part of the dielectric function using the linear response function [42]:
1
2 (ω) =
4π0



2πe
mω

2 

| pc,v |2 δ (Ec (k)−Ev (k)−ω)

k

× [f (Ev (k)) − f (Ec (k))] ,

(1)

where the subscripts v and c represent the valence and
conduction bands, respectively, ω the photon energy, m
the electron mass, Ec,v (k) the conduction and valence
band energies with k-vector k, and pc,v is the momentum operator. f is the Fermi function and δ is the Dirac
delta function. The real part of the dielectric function was
obtained by using the Kramers-Kronig relation
 ∞ 
2
ω 2 (ω  ) 
1 (ω) = 1 + P
dω ,
(2)
π
ω2 − ω2
0
where P stands for the Cauchy principal value.
Relaxed clusters were used for studying optical properties. Relaxation was performed as follows: each cluster
was cut out from an FCC structure and pre-relaxed using a
molecular dynamics (MD) run by using a recently parameterized many-body Gupta potential for Ag [43]. The MD
relaxation was performed at 300 K with the temperature
kept constant using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [44,45].
The resulting structures were further relaxed using the
SIESTA code [33,34] via the conjugate gradient method.
The DFT ﬁne-tuning was continued until forces on all
atoms became smaller than 40 meV/Å.

3 Results
3.1 Comparison between local basis function
and plane wave methods
He and Zeng [46] used the SIESTA code [33,34] to calculate the optical properties of Ag clusters with sizes ranging
from 13 to 586 atoms and noted the need to scissor-shift
their spectra by a ﬁxed energy of 1.28 eV to align with
experimental results; when comparing diﬀerent computational results, it is important to notice that the magnitude
of the shift needed to align with experiments depends on
the exchange correlation functional. The need to apply a
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the extinction coeﬃcient of Ag2 calculated using the SIESTA and the WIEN2k codes. All optical
peaks are well reproduced by both methods apart from a global
redshift of about 0.3 eV of the WIEN2k results with respect to
the SIESTA one. Thus the WIEN2k spectrum has been shifted
by 0.3 eV to align with local basis function calculations. For
WIEN2k, we show results for two dimer bond lengths of 2.51 Å
(black) and 2.85 Å (light grey) while the SIESTA result is given
only for the equilibrium dimer bond length of 2.51 Å.

scissor-shift is a consequence of the well-known underestimation of the band-gap by the single particle DFT approach [46–48]; techniques that contain the missing manybody eﬀect like the GW (BSE) approach [48,49] cannot be
used with large system sizes such as here, since the computational cost scales as N 4 , where N is the number of
electrons in the system.
Since one of the aims here is to compare the applicabilities of the two diﬀerent approaches, the results presented
in this work do not include any shift except for ∼0.3 eV
blue-shift to the WIEN2k data to align with the SIESTA
results for easier comparison. Our calculations of the extinction coeﬃcient of the Ag dimer (Ag2 ) revealed four
major features within the energy range of 1–7 eV, Figure 1. All optical peaks are well reproduced by both methods apart from a global redshift of about 0.3 eV of the
WIEN2k results with respect to the SIESTA ones. This
shift is most likely a consequence of the periodic boundary conditions in the WIEN2k simulations (a cubic unit
cell with side length of 10 Å). The equilibrium dimer bond
length of 2.51 Å was found, which compares very well with
the measured value of 2.53 Å [50] and another computed
value of 2.52 Å [51].
Two of the features (at 1.8–2.4 eV and 4.3 eV) are sensitive to the Ag-Ag bond length: a computation using a
relatively long dimer bond length of 2.85 Å is seen to aﬀect
these features, Figure 1. These features may be responsible for the widely varying optical spectra [52] of Ag nanoclusters consisting of only a few atoms since such small
clusters may have a wide variation in bond lengths. The
optical features of Ag2 dimer found here are consistent
with the density of states (DOS) calculation of Pereiro
and Baldomir [53]; the imaginary part of the dielectric
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Fig. 2. Absorption coeﬃcients. Lines: tendency of the absorption onset to shift to lower energies as cluster size increases.

constant is proportional to the valence- and conductionband joint density of states. The minor feature at 3.5 eV
is again reproduced by both techniques.
The robustness of SIESTA approach is further demonstrated by the optical absorption of triangular Ag3 that
yields four features at 320–350, 360–390, 430–460 and 460–
500 nm. These numbers compare well with the experimental values of 320–330, 380–390, 410–420 and 480–490 nm
as reported in reference [54]. Next, we compare the absorption coeﬃcients for medium sized clusters.
Figure 2 shows the absorption coeﬃcient on a series
of Ag clusters with size ranging from 19 to 141 atoms.
The methods compare well with each other in terms of
the peak positions (aside from a global redshift of 0.3 eV
of the WIEN2k spectra with respect to the SIESTA’s) and
the relative heights of the peaks. The results for Ag55 compare very well with measured UV-photoelectron spectra
on Ag−
55 [55], apart from the global shift to lower photon
energy of 1.3 eV (practically the value of the scissor-shift
of 1.28 eV reported by He et al. [3]). Both the position
and relative intensities of the four features within 5 eV
agree well with UV-photoelectron data. The comparison appears even better than with very recent TDDFT
calculations [56].
As the next step, we had an Ag55 dimer at varying separations ranging from touching to about 10 nm. Figure 3a
reveals a transition from a sharp to a broad resonance.
This is very similar to the experimentally reported transition when an array of 100 nm Ag nanoclusters embedded into poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) was stretched
to increase the inter-particle separation [57]. This transition was attributed to quadrupolar interactions which
dominate for such large nanoparticles. Quadrupolar interactions are, however, negligible for the cluster sizes considered here. This indicates that dipolar interactions also
contribute to this eﬀect.
In the LAPW approach which uses periodic boundary
conditions within a cubic unit cell, the size of the unit
cell determines the inter-cluster distance. On increasing
the unit cell size for the Ag55 calculation (equivalent to
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Fig. 3. Extinction coeﬃcient of Ag55 dimers as obtained from
(a) SIESTA code and (b) a 3D array of Ag55 clusters using
WIEN2k for various unit cell sizes ranging from 12 Å to 25 Å.
The arrow points towards increasing dimer separation from
touching (center-to-center distance of 13 Å) to well separated
clusters (>10 nm). In (b) notice that as the unit cell size increases, the intensity of the peak at 370–400 nm vanishes while
that at 500 nm increases.

increasing inter-cluster separation), we ﬁnd that the same
trend of transition from a sharp to a broad resonance,
as found using SIESTA (see Fig. 3a), is also present in
the WIEN2k results. For example, as the unit cell size increases from 1.2 to 2.5 nm, the feature at 370 nm diminishes and eventually vanishes leaving a single peak which
shifts from 480 to 520 nm as seen in Figure 3b.
The redshift in the plasmon resonance frequency with
increasing particle separation is also in agreement with
experiments [58] and theoretical calculations based on
the discrete dipole approximation on dimers [59]. Our results also conﬁrm that the plasmon resonance becomes
narrower with increasing cluster size as will be shown
later [60]. We also studied the eﬀect of unit cell size on the
extinction coeﬃcient of Ag19 (2R ∼ 1 nm). For large unit
cells (2R/L < 1/2), using WIEN2k, the spectrum is characterized by a single dominant feature at about 530 nm.
But for small unit cells a second peak appears at a shorter
wavelength which may indicate the appearance of conductive overlap [61] between even such small clusters.
The above results show that both the SIESTA and
WIEN2k approaches yield qualitatively similar optical
properties. Considering the good agreement between the
two methods, we use the local basis function method in
further studies below.
3.2 Plasmon energy and cluster size
Using the SIESTA code, complex polarizability α was calculated for cluster sizes ranging from 55 to 369 atoms,
Figure 4. The Clausius-Mossotti polarizabilities were calculated using
α(ω) =
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Fig. 4. Cluster size eﬀect on the complex polarizability of Ag
clusters for cluster sizes ranging from 55 to 369 atoms. The
real part is shown in the left and the imaginary in the right.
Note that for clusters smaller than Ag147 , the imaginary part
has more than one optical feature – a signature of molecular
character.

where d is the size of the cluster, 0 the dielectric constant
of the surrounding medium and (ω) is the frequency dependent complex dielectric constant of the cluster. The
plasmon resonances show a crossover which appears at the
cluster size of about 140. For N < 140 the molecular character shows up as multiple features in the imaginary part
of the polarizability of smaller clusters. For example, the
two features at ∼3 eV and 3.5 eV in the imaginary part
of the polarizability of Ag87 and Ag135 merge into one
at 3–3.5 eV for clusters above 140 atoms. For the smaller
Ag55 cluster, the skewed shape of the imaginary part of
the polarizability is a sign of more than one feature in the
optical spectrum. For clusters larger than Ag135 only one
symmetric feature, the plasmon peak, can be seen.
The cluster size at which this crossover is found is similar to that reported for <2 nm Ag nanoclusters [19]. For
N > 140, the molecular transitions give way to nanometallic single optical transition energy which is characteristic of s-electrons excitations of the noble metal. This
ﬁnding is in excellent agreement with TDDFT computations of Weissker and Mottet who found a cross-over from
multi-feature optical spectrum of Ag clusters as the size
increases above 140 atoms [62]. It is also in good agreement with a recent UV/VIS study on silver clusters protected with 2-phenylethanethiol (PET), 4-ﬂurothiophenol
(4-FTP) and (4-(t-butyl)benzenethiol (BBS) which found
the emergence of metallicity in Ag clusters composed of
150 atoms [63]. We also ﬁnd that the optical transitions
redshift as the cluster size increases. The tendency of
red-shifting with increasing cluster size is also evident in
the WIEN2k results, Figure 2b. This redshift has also
recently been reported for glutathione-stabilized magic
numbers (15, 18, 22, 25, 29 and 38) 1–2.5 nm Ag clusters [64] whereby a peak-edge onset of 2.1 eV for Ag15 was
found. This agrees with the value of 2.3 eV (530 nm) that
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we found for Ag19 . Recent studies using surface second
harmonic generation spectroscopy [65] and manufactured
highly ﬂuorescent Ag nanoclusters in alumina-silica composite optical ﬁber [66] also found redshift with increasing
cluster size. Similar redshift has also been found for Au
clusters [67]. The observation of redshift with increasing
cluster size for small nanoclusters (where higher multipoles than dipole eﬀects are absent) as the ones studied
here, indicates that the increasing importance of higher
multipole eﬀects with increasing nanoparticle size is not
enough to explain alone the redshift as has been previously
suggested [68].
3.3 Eﬀect of cluster shape on the optical properties
In order to understand the eﬀect of shape change on
the optical behavior of Ag clusters, we elongated an almost spherical Ag369 cluster into an almost elliptical one.
The resulting structures were relaxed using DFT and
the optical properties were evaluated. Figure 5 shows
the wavelength dependence of the optical absorption of
these deformed clusters. The approximate major to minor
axis ratio is denoted by Rmaj/min. For large nanoparticles, we would expect the optical properties to become
anisotropic, with each optical spectrum revealing two absorption modes as the cluster adopts cigar or rod-like
shapes: longitudinal (low energy) and transverse (high energy) modes. The calculated optical absorption of Ag369 ,
for Rmaj/min ∼ 1 clearly shows two features: one at 500 nm
and the other at about 800 nm, revealing a not-sospherical shape. The latter wavelength falls well within reported values of 700–1100 nm for the longitudinal plasmon
resonance of Ag nanorice (rounded nanobars) [69]. Upon
deforming further this structure to get an approximate
aspect ratio of Rmaj/min = 2, the intensity of the 500 nm
feature reduces and broadens, and the wavelength of the
peak at 800 nm only slightly increases. At an aspect ratio
of about 3 a major shift in the longitudinal mode to a
longer wave length of ∼1100 nm is obtained. This clearly
indicates that even at such particle sizes, shape plays a
crucial role for localized surface plasmons of Ag clusters.

Two diﬀerent DFT approaches were used to compute the
optical and electronic properties of small and medium
sized Ag clusters with reasonable agreement between
them. Not suprisingly, the local basis function approach
using SIESTA code turned out to be more appropriate
for optical properties of Ag nanoclusters and it provides
a very good description of their structural properties. Using this method, we locate a cross-over to nanoscale behaviour at the size of 140 atoms. At this size, the electronic
properties of Ag clusters change from molecular character
(discrete transition energies) to a nanoparticle behavior
characterized by a single plasmon resonance frequency. We
demonstrated the tendency of redshifting when clusters
begin to agglomerate to form composite structures.
The results of the local basis function DFT computations demonstrate the power of the approach and its
potential in understanding the structural, energetic, electronic and optical properties of technologically relevant
noble metal nanoparticles and their derivatives.
We thank Björn Baumeier for critical reading of the
manuscript. The initial part of this work was supported by the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada
(MK).
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